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With the rapid expansion of the information technology, it is permeating into
every links of universities’ teaching management and scientific research. According
to its own need of development, universities adopt advanced information technology
to structure informational campuses solve the problems of universities’ teaching
management and change traditional work pattern, then strengthen educational
administration management quality and promote standard of service. Teaching
managers’level of using information technology can be promoted and educational
administration’s management tool can be boosted, so universities’modernize
management level can be comprehensively increased. In a word, it fits the need of
universities reform under the condition of information economy.
Examinations in the school are very important, it is also an essential to arrange
the seats for examinations, especially the whole school final examination, which has
a large number of students and classes. The traditional hand arrangement for
examination seats is a method to keep students from cheating in the examination, but
it cost a great deal of manpower and time with the traditional hand arrangement for
examination seats.
To solve the kinds of bugs of traditional hand arrangement for examination
seats , and to consider the students lists and classroom seats at school are
comparatively fixed, we can go into a homologous data in the system and let
system create examination seats automatically, then arrange the examination seats
with the computer by making use of computer’s calculator procedure, and at last we
can satisfy the need for the continuously deepen demand of reforming the
educational administration management in the high school with a fast, efficient and
fair way.
Combining real work going in ordinary times and making an thorough survey
about this system, this text discusses the research’s present condition of arrangement
system for examination seats the examination seat, introduces B/S structure and
database technique and elaborates the work contents and request of system. It also














PHP+MySql. The system carries out student's list, classroom to set up basic
information ducting, tests row to random make seating arrangement, from become
move born etc. of the form for printing seat function; Pass to test a field to
automatically make seating arrangement the research of problem to the calculator,
solve former handicraft to arrange in order seat form, ease educational
administration personnel heavy work task, raise a work efficiency.
This system has already applied in the practice of seat arrangement overseas
education academy in Jimei University. The result of running this system shows that
the design is reasonable, the function is perfect, and it has a better application value.
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言,Mysql 数据库和 Apache web 服务器。开发工具主要介绍代码编辑器
EclipsePHP Studio，界面编辑器 Dreamweave，数据库管理软件 PhpMyAdmin。代











Explorer，服务器安装 Oracle、Sybase、Informix 或 SQL Server 等数据库。
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